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We investigate the problem of learning a lassi ation task on data whi h are
represented in terms of their pairwise proximities. This representation does not refer to
an expli it representation of the data items by feature ve tors, rather the set of obje ts
is represented by a matrix, whi h assigns a real number (the similarity measure) to
every obje t pair. This representation is more general than the standard approa h of
using feature ve tors, from whi h pairwise proximities an always be al ulated.
We assume that there exists a training set, for whi h a lass label is assigned
to every obje t and for whi h the proximity matrix has been measured. We now
interpret the entries of the matrix as being produ ed by an unknown kernel operating
on (unknown) obje t feature ve tors. Proximity matri es are by de nition symmetri .
Positive de niteness, however, annot be assured, and the onstru tion of a lassi er
using the standard support ve tor ma hine (SVM) approa h fails.
In order to properly extend the standard SVM approa h we rst extend Mer er's
theorem to inde nite kernels. We show, that - under ertain mild assumptions - an
inde nite kernel orresponds to a dot produ t between feature ve tors in a Minkowski
spa e. The optimal hyperplane is then onstru ted in Minkowski spa e using the
prin iple of stru tural risk minimization. However, instead of minimizing the squared
length of its normal ve tor we proposed to minimize the squared length of the proje tion of the data onto the normal ve tor of the separating hyperplane. This amounts
to repla ing the ve tor of ones and the kernel matrix in the dual obje tive fun tion
by the kernel matrix and by its square, respe tively. If the kernel matrix is positive
de nite, both obje tive fun tions have the same minima. Optimizing the length of
the proje tion of the data, however, leads to well de ned solutions also if the kernel
matrix has negative eigenvalues. In prin iple, there are di erent ways in whi h the
dual obje tive fun tion an be modi ed to allow for well de ned solutions for inde nite
kernels. We motivate our parti ular hoi e by (i) the lose relationship between this
kind of SVM and the re ently des ribed \Coulomb Classi ers" [2℄ and (ii) by the fa t,
that our approa h allows for the onstru tion of lassi ers, for whi h some obje ts an
be ex luded from a ting as support ve tors. Those obje ts are used for optimization
but may be omitted for lassi ation, e.g. for the determination of similarity values
with new in oming obje ts. This feature may be bene ial for problems for whi h
some obje ts (e.g. web-pages in ontent-based lassi ation) ease to exist.
Ben hmarks were ondu ted using several real world datasets ( onne tivity patterns in at ortex, sequen e similarities between proteins, text relevan e). Our new
method was ompared to (i) K-nearest-neighbors and (ii) a method whi h applies
SVMs to the olumn ve tors of a proximity matrix [1℄. The results show, that the new
method provides better lassi ation results. It is also more eÆ ient, be ause only a
small subset of obje ts (the support ve tors) of the training set must be kept in order
to measure the similarities with new in oming obje ts for their lassi ation.
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